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Low Power Wireless

Ashwin Raghavachari

What is Low Power Wireless?

Saving power in wireless systems
The ability to reliably report data while consuming the least amount of power

Wireless communication uses significant power on mobile devices

Reducing the power consumed during wireless communication will increase 
battery life, allowing for longer active periods for the device

Wireless communication uses significant 
amounts of power
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Why is Low Power Wireless useful?

Applications
Mobile devices

Environmental monitoring

Industrial sensing

Home automation

Building monitoring

Requirements for those systems
Reliable data transfer

Need to get sensor data

Long lasting battery life

Mobility and wireless-ness is crucial to functioning systems

Shouldn’t have to replace the battery/recharge frequently

Large batteries aren’t feasible

Requirements for Low Power Wireless
Low power operation

Effective collision avoidance

Simple implementation

Efficient channel utilization at low and high data rates

Reconfigurable by network protocols

Tolerant to changing RF/networking conditions

Scalable to large numbers of nodes*

*Optional, depends on the application

C. Jones, K. Sivalingam, P. Agarwal, J.C. Chen, A survey of energy efficient network protocols for wireless and mobile networks, ACM/Kluwer Wireless 
Networks 7 (4) (2001) 343–358
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How do we get LP Wireless?

Low Power Hardware
• Advances in technology allow us to encode and decode signals more 

efficiently

• Low-power microcontrollers

• Advances in circuitry

• But this is not a complete solution

• The fundamental radio technology hasn’t changed much

• Antennae

• Signal propagation

• Noise

Low Power Protocols
Low duty cycles (~1%)

If the device is only active for a short amount of time, it will use less energy

When it is not needed, it can be put in sleep mode

Low Power Listening (LPL)

Receivers periodically probe the channel for long preambles from senders

Low Power Probing (LPP)

Senders send explicit probes and wake up if their probes are acknowledged

Energy-efficient Routing

More applicable than using low-power hardware

Some Examples
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Koala: Ultra-Low Power Data Retrieval
Koala achieves low duty cycles by letting nodes sleep

Uses an efficient wakeup strategy when nodes are needed (LPP)

Koala maintains no persistent state

No wasted energy on maintaining a consistent state throughout the system

Lowers complexity on each network node

State is offloaded onto a base station

Flexible Control Protocol

Signaling protocol for installing routing paths on network nodes

[1] R. Musaloiu-E., C.-J. Liang, and A. Terzis. Koala: Ultra-low power data retrieval in wireless sensor networks. In Proc. of the International Conference on 
Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN 2008), 2008.

A Versatile Receiver-Initiated Link Layer: A-MAC
Layers unicast, broadcast, wakeup, pollcast, and discovery above a single, 

flexible synchronization primitive

Optimizes the primitive decision: whether to go to sleep or stay awake after 
probing the channel

Makes this decision quickly and more accurately than previous iterations

Uses a probe/ack frame exchange to determine whether inbound traffic is 
pending

Sender listens for a probe from from the intended receiver, then acknowledges the frame

[2] DUTTA, P., DAWSON-HAGGERTY, S., CHEN, Y., LIANG, C.-J. M., AND TERZIS, A. 2010. Design and evaluation of a versatile and efficient receiver-
initiated link layer for low-power wireless. In Proceedings of the 8th ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems (SenSys ’10). ACM, 1–14.

Versatile Low Power Media Access: B-MAC
A carrier-sense media access protocol for wireless sensor networks

Employs an adaptive preamble sampling scheme to reduce duty cycle and 
minimize idle listening

Channel Arbitration

Clear Channel Assessment and packet backoff

Low power communication

Low Power Listening

[3] J. Polastre, J. Hill, D. Culler, Versatile low power media access for wireless sensor networks, in: Proceedings of the Sensys’04, San Diego, CA, 2004.

Challenges
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Ongoing Challenges
Nodes must maximize the time they keep their radios turned off

Low duty cycle nodes still have to reliably transfer information

How do we do that if most nodes are off >99% of the time?

How do we minimize false positives and false negatives?

False positive = waking up when no traffic is pending

False negative = prematurely falling asleep when traffic is pending

Future Work
Wireless sensor networks

Emerging class of networked systems that presents new challenges

Scalability

Very large numbers of small, low-power, wireless devices

Questions?


